The crystal structure of 3 at.% and 9 at.% Si-doped HfO 2 powder was determined through refinements using X-ray and neutron diffraction patterns. The lattice parameters, atomic positions, dopant occupancy, and the second phase fraction were determined with high precision using a combined full pattern fitting via the Rietveld method. The results show that both 3 at.% and 9 at.% Si-doped HfO 2 powder exhibit the monoclinic crystal structure with P 1 2 1 /c 1 space group. Through the combined refinement, the crystal structure parameters, especially for the positions and occupancies of the lighter atoms, were more precisely determined compared to independent X-ray diffraction refinement. Although the ionic radius of Si 4+ is smaller than Hf 4+ , with increasing Si occupancy, the unit cell volume slightly increases; possible mechanisms for this effect are discussed. Moreover, the refined results provide evidence of the existence of a non-equilibrium phase of Hf x Si 1-x O 2 . The second phase (SiO 2 ) fraction is determined as 0.17 at.% for 3 at.% Si-doped HfO 2 powders and 1.7 at.% for 9 at.% Si-doped HfO 2 powders.
Si-doped HfO 2 powders were prepared in a solid-state synthesis process [14] .
Reactant powders of HfO 2 (99.95%, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA) and SiO 2 nanopowders (20-30 nm, 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) were ball milled in ethanol for 24 h. The Si concentration was set at 3 at.% and 9 at.%. Following milling, the slurries were dried, sieved, and calcined at 1400 o C for 4 h to obtain Si-doped HfO 2 powders.
Synchrotron-based high resolution XRD patterns of samples were recorded on beamline 11-BM at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. The measurement conditions were 295 K, a wavelength of 0.413867 Å, and a 2θ step-size of 0.001° from -6° to 28°. Neutron diffraction patterns were measured on the PULSTAR Research Reactor at North Carolina State University for approximately 7 h using a wavelength of 1.4778142 Å from 10° to 110° at room temperature with a step-size of 0.05°. The same batch of powder was used for both measurements. The diffraction patterns from both instruments were analyzed using a full pattern fitting technique. The crystal structures of the samples were refined using the Rietveld refinement program General Structure Analysis System (GSAS) with the EXPGUI interface [20, 21] . Profile function 4 was used for all the refinements. Si and Hf occupancies were fixed such that they added up to 1, and O occupancies were fixed at 1. Refined parameters included the zero, peak-shape parameters, scale, lattice parameters, atomic positions, isotropic atomic displacement parameters (U iso ), atomic occupancies, and the second phase fraction.
X-ray diffraction refinement
Figs. 1 (a) and (b) show the measured and calculated X-ray diffraction patterns from 3 at.% and 9 at.% Si-doped HfO 2 powders, respectively. Although Si doping has been reported to stabilize the tetragonal phase of ZrO 2 [22] , Figure 1 shows that Si-doped HfO 2 remains in the monoclinic phase with up to 9 at.% Si dopant, consistent with the observations in Ref. [14] . More specifically, both 3 at.% and 9
at.% Si-doped HfO 2 powders have a monoclinic crystal structure with space group P 1 2 1 /c 1 (No.14). The quality of fit can be visually seen in the inset figures, specifically in the match between experimental and calculated patterns. For [23, 24] . However, the occupancy data identifies the existence of a (Hf x Si 1-x )O 2 solid solution, which is considered to be a non-equilibrium phase consistent with earlier results reported in Ref. [14] . The existence of the non-equilibrium nature of (Hf x Si 1-x )O 2 is more recently and thoroughly investigated in
Ref. [25] .
Neutron diffraction refinement
In contrast to XRD, neutron diffraction is often more sensitive to the positions and occupancies of light elements in the presence of heavy elements. This is because neutron scattering factors do not scale monotonically with atomic number (which is the case for XRD). For oxides such as Si-doped HfO 2 , this is useful for determining more accurate O atomic positions and Si occupancy.
The neutron diffraction refinements were completed by fixing the lattice parameters to those from the X-ray diffraction refinement. Background, scale, profile, atomic positions, U iso , atomic occupancies, and zero were refined, using profile function 4. Fig. 2 shows the neutron diffraction pattern refinement results. For 3 at.% Si-doped HfO 2 , the criteria of fit factors are R p =4.98% and X 2 =1.238 while for 9 at.% Si-doped HfO 2 , R p =5.31% and X 2 =1.564. Similar to the previous independent X-ray diffraction refinement, the crystal structure parameters are also extracted from the refinement results and are listed in Table 1 elements. However, the independent neutron diffraction refinement is not sufficient to obtain high-precision atomic structural parameters. This might be due to the weak signal intensity of neutron diffraction in the experiment (Fig. 2 ).
Combined refinement of neutron and X-ray diffraction patterns
To take advantage of both X-ray and neutron diffraction measurements, a combined analysis was conducted so that more precise atomic positions and occupancies can be extracted using information from both data sets.
In the combined refinement, the lattice parameters, wavelength, and zero offset are fixed. The background, scale, profile, the second phase fraction, atomic positions, U iso , and atomic occupancies are refined to optimize the refinement results. The combined refinement results are shown in Figs. 3 (a) and (b).
In the combined refinement, the X-ray diffraction pattern was fit well (R p =6.22% and 6.13% for 3 at.% and 9 at.% Si-doped HfO 2 , respectively); and the neutron diffraction pattern was also fit well (R p =5.09% and 5.28% for 3 at.% and 9 at.% Si-doped HfO 2 , respectively). The total R p for the combined patterns is 6.22% and χ 2 is 3.254 for 3 at.% Si-doped HfO 2 ; for 9
at.% Si-doped HfO 2 , the total R p is 6.13% and χ 2 is 2.341.
For clear comparison, the crystal parameters obtained by combined analysis are also extracted and shown in Table 1 . Compared with the independent X-ray refinement results, the Hf position from combined refinement has little difference, while there are small and visible differences for both O(1) and O(2) positions (Table   1) . Moreover, most of the errors from the combined refinement are smaller than in either independent refinement, especially for the Hf and Si occupancies. Smaller errors reflect higher precision, so this result demonstrates that higher precision can be obtained from the combined analysis. X-ray refinement analysis (0.17 at.% and 1.69 at.%).
In order to describe the effects of Si doping on unit cell distortion, a scalar spontaneous strain (S) was calculated from the components of the spontaneous strain tensor as described by Salje [26] . 
Equations for all non-zero components of the spontaneous strain tensor (e ij ) as a function of lattice parameters can be found in the supplemental material [27] . The magnitude of spontaneous strain or scalar spontaneous strain (S) is defined by:
where i, j = 1, 2, 3 and e ij is a component of the spontaneous strain tensor. In this paper, a cubic phase structure was used as the standard symmetric structure to calculate the spontaneous strain S. The spontaneous strain was calculated as 0.11486 for 3 at.% Si-doped HfO 2 sample and 0.11460 for 9 at.% Si-doped HfO 2 sample [14] .
With increasing Si occupancy, the unit cell distorts to a structure with lower spontaneous strain. [29] also shows a decrease in cell volume with increasing Si concentration. However, these models are opposite to the trend observed experimentally in the Si-doped HfO 2 monoclinic phase. Some possible mechanisms for this behavior will now be discussed.
While the results in the present work cannot definitively prove the cause of lattice expansion with Si doping, we can consider several possible mechanisms for such behavior. First, in all oxides, oxygen stoichiometry fluctuations are expected and, in fluorite structures, have been associated with a concept known as chemical expansion [30] . As the concentration of oxygen vacancies increase, it is generally expected that the lattice parameter will decrease due to electrostatic interactions (though there exists converse behaviors proposed in earlier work [31] ). Using molecular dynamics and density functional theory, Marrocchelli et al. [30] determined that oxygen vacancy formation can drive lattice contraction in CeO 2 and ZrO 2 , fluorite-structured compounds that are similar to HfO 2 . This concept was originally introduced by Glushkova [32] and more recently studied by Omar and Nino [33] and Marrocchelli et al. [30] . This behavior can be quantified by describing the effective "volume" of an oxygen vacancy as being less than the volume occupied by ionic oxygen. As an example, Hong and Virkar calculate an oxygen vacancy radius of 0.993 Å compared to an oxygen ionic radius (CN of 4) of 1.38 Å [34] . Based, in part, on the above arguments, it is plausible that the increased unit cell volume with Si substitution could be explained by a decrease in oxygen vacancies (decrease in non-stoichiometry) and associated chemical expansion. Though there is no charge compensation required by substitution of Hf 4+ by Si 4+ , it is plausible that the significant difference in ionic size (~35%) may provide a local elastic driving force for a change in oxygen vacancy concentration. This may be related in part by the preference for Si 4+ to be tetrahedrally coordinated (CN=4), in contrast to the host Hf 4+ site being cubically coordinated (CN=8).
A second possible mechanism involves one of the cations or anions locating at an interstitial site, which can increase the unit cell volume. Smaller ions (e.g., Si 4+ ) will have a greater tendency for such behavior than larger ions and interstitial alloying is known to occur in CeO 2 and ZrO 2 (e.g., see model introduced by Hong and Virkar [34] ). This interstitial mechanism is less likely given that the refined occupancies of 3 , it has been shown that significant changes in ionicity between different cations and oxygen can result in anomalous lattice parameter changes and phase transition behaviors [35, 36] . It is possible that a similar effect occurs in Si-doped HfO 2 . Theoretical modeling might be pursued to test this mechanism.
Finally, we note that the non-equilibrium state of Si-doped HfO 2 is generated through a complex microstructural process involving Si diffusion into the HfO 2 particles [25] . The inhomogeneity of this microstructural process in non-equilibrium state may also affect the oxygen vacancy or interstitial concentrations in ways that could result in unit cell volume expansion. While a definitive mechanism cannot be determined in the present work, the discussion above may provide useful guidance for future experimental or theoretical studies in this area. Hf ( 
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